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1.
The place of this image is at once ultraprecise and endlessly insecure.
Ultraprecise in that the Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) technology that
produced it registers in great aerial-perspective detail the differential eleva-
tion of a determinate sector on the earth’s surface, distinguishing on a gradual
chromatic scale high-lying areas (light) from low-lying areas (dark). Insecure,
because along with the sheer topographic data it evidences, the image is
already marked by the memory—and oblivion—of disaster. Reiterated for two
years by government agencies, scientific authorities, news organizations, and
academic conferences, the crescent-shaped gestalt comes to us, or rather
returns from within us, as a kind of afterimage that carries the singular place-
name “New Orleans” and with it, inevitably, “Katrina.” But we must ask: To
whom or what do these names refer? Who or what does the referring and how?
When and where does “Katrina” start and stop? What exactly are the coordi-
nates of “New Orleans” when more than half of its citizens are estimated to
remain displaced? As a technical artifact and an aesthetic apparition, the image
is suspended between illumination and obscurity, presence and absence, preser-
vation and destruction, rendering the topos of the city ghostly to itself. This
uncanny inscription of light and land is thus a kind of ruin, calling out to be
read while withdrawing from legibility. Its meaning is not self-evident, and 
this is why we have a responsibility to attend to it formally, historically, and
politically, rather than treat it as the taken-for-granted ground of our well-
intentioned projections of sustainability. The latter bear within them the 
possibility of violence against the dead and living as much as the redemption
of the unborn.
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2.
Integrating postwar cybernetics and Romantic landscape aesthetics, Ian McHarg’s
Design with Nature (1969) outlined a physiological diagnosis of maladjustments
between the human organism and its environment, a problem whose roots were
deeper than any particular political or economic system. The pollution, decay,
and anarchy McHarg perceived in the American metropolis—and the sterility of
car-centered suburbanization—were morbid symptoms of a fundamental misunder-
standing about the place of “man” in relation to the “planetary superorganism”
of the biosphere, a set of civilizational values whose “mancenteredness ensures
that those processes, essential to man’s evolution and survival will be excluded
from consideration.” Echoing the organicist critique of technological instrumental-
ity developed by Lewis Mumford (who authored the introduction to Design with
Nature), McHarg claimed that modern industrial man had come to posit himself
as the measure and master of the earth, thus putting at risk his own existence by
forgetting his biospheric heritage: “Our phenomenal world contains our origins,
our history, our milieu; it is our home. It is in this sense that ecology (derived
from oikos) is the science of the home.”1 Rediscovering a sense of deep ecological
memory, the designer could thus proceed to bring the built environment into a
harmonious equilibrium with organic patterns, processes, and cycles of nature,
making man both the “steward” and “co-tenant” of his terrestrial home.

Aesthetically mediating between a diagram of systematic feedback loops and 
a phenomenological intuition of the “meaning” of life in all its fragile interde-
pendence,2 Design with Nature reenvisioned human settlements not as self-
contained concentrations of artificial structures but as multilayered organisms
interacting with larger regional ecologies. Anticipating contemporary geograph-
ical information systems technology, McHarg overlaid existing urban maps with
a remarkable array of color-coded data sets detailing the naturally occurring topo-
graphical, geological, hydrological, and biogeographical features of a particular
region. Recalling the Darwinian analysis of city morphology canonized by
Mumford’s teacher Patrick Geddes, for McHarg urban “forms” could thus be
judged as to their “suitability” or “fitness” for the specific ecological configuration
in which they were situated. On the basis of this visually dynamic knowledge,
cities could thus evolve and adapt to their proper milieu, growing with rather
than against nature. For McHarg, the stakes of this self-regulating evolutionary
process—the long-term survival of urban life itself—transcended the interested
realm of politics. Indeed social conflict—such as the ghetto rebellions of the late
1960s—could register only as so much entropic “noise,” a breakdown in the
dynamic homeostatic relay between social and environmental systems3 that
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Top: Front cover of Ian McHarg,
Design with Nature (Washington,
DC: Smithsonian, 1969). 

Center, left: Birds’ beaks illustrat-
ing evolutionary and ecological
“fitness”: From Ian Mcharg,
Design with Nature (Washington,
DC: Smithsonian, 1969), 170.

Center, right: From Ian McHarg,
Design with Nature (Washington,
DC: Smithsonian, 1969), 95. 

Bottom, left: Urban Suitability
map of the Potomomac River
Basin. From Ian McHarg, 
Design with Nature (Washington,
DC: Smithsonian, 1969), 143.

Bottom, right: Effects of 
hurricane on the coast of New
Jersey, 1962. From Ian McHarg,
Design with Nature (Washington,
DC: Smithsonian, 1969), 17.
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would ultimately be resolved through a shift in
the “ecological conscience” of urban planners and
architects.4

Design with Nature is widely acknowledged to
have helped inaugurate the discourse of “sustain-
ability” in design discourse some fifteen years
before it was officially defined by the United Nations’
1987 Our Common Future report as “development
that meets the needs of the present generation with-
out compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own”5 and subsequently adopted by
figures such as William McDonough, whose canoni-
cal 1992 “Principles of Design for Sustainability”
calls for “a quality of life and place which depends
on the protection . . . of our natural home, myriad
species, and our own future generations.”6

McHarg’s work has long had a canonical place in bibliographies of what is var-
iously known as green, sustainable, or ecological architecture.7 Especially in its
attention to the hydrological conundrums of seaside settlements from New Jersey
to the infrastructurally sophisticated low countries, Design with Nature has taken
on a new resonance in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, which has brought
questions of environmental design and the life, death, and survival of cities to the
forefront of the architectural discipline. While McHarg is not cited explicitly, his
basic terms—and their ultimately depoliticizing implications—are everywhere
evident in New Orleans: Strategies for a City in Soft Land, the result of a studio
and research project undertaken at the Harvard School of Design with the 
support of the Tulane Architecture School during the 2004–2005 academic year
but published in December 2005, just three months into the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina.

In the lead essay, entitled “The Future of New Orleans,” editor Joan Busquets
describes the project as

a complete reading of the spatial mechanisms at work in the transformation
of the urban and territorial system of this singular deltaic space. . . . Specific
knowledge of the city will then help to interpret the process of giving it
form, but above all it may contribute to understanding the why and how
behind its reconstruction.8
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As the phrase “deltaic space” suggests, the book
positions New Orleans within an expanded scale
of regional and ecological processes that are irre-
ducible to—and indeed underlie—the physical
structures of the city itself. For Busquets, ecolog-
ical expansion also means a historical deepening,
a restoration of geographical and climatological
memory that the city has lost. Indeed, according
to Busquets the Katrina disaster was much more
than a case of poor engineering or governmental
incompetence—it resulted from an arrogant,
instrumental way of conceptualizing the relation-
ship of city and river that failed to attend to the
inherently fluid topography of deltaic space. The
elaborate hydrological infrastructures built dur-
ing New Orleans postwar expansion provided a
false sense of security, ignoring the basic ecologi-
cal dynamics on which the city was originally
based. This “excessive faith in the mechanisms of
engineering” resulted in “permissiveness in the urbanization of very low areas,
such as the Ninth ward.” “Above all” he writes, “the flooding of low-lying areas
points to the problems caused by forgetting the city’s geographical conditions
that cannot be overstepped and must be part of the urban order. . . . The urban
order must be governed by the geographical order.”9 For Busquets, the hurricane
demonstrated that the pre-Katrina city was poorly adjusted to its environment,
and in its destruction lie the seeds of its “sublime rebirth,” giving it a chance at
life based on a sustainable “dialogue” with nature rather than a defensive
attempt to reverse its patterns and rhythms. Identifying and adapting to these
dynamics requires a certain kind of historical reflection—no future without the
past, in other words. The stakes of this task are significant for urbanism as a
whole, especially for cities on terra firma, which Busquets says “more easily lose
the memory of their relation with the location and their seminal topography.”

Busquets’s call for design to engage site-specific ecological memory may seem
benign, but in positing a geography as the city’s evolutionary determinant, he
effaces the memory of those killed and displaced by the hurricane, vulnerability
to which was unevenly allocated not only by topographic contingencies but by race
and class, terms to which his analysis pays only lip-service. Celebrating the city as

Opposite, top: “Topographic
Rhythms” diagram. From 
New Orleans: Strategies for a
City in Soft Land (Cambridge:
Harvard University School of
Design, 2006), 110.

Opposite, bottom: “Levee.”
From New Orleans: Strategies
for a City in Soft Land
(Cambridge: Harvard
University School of Design,
2006), 70. 

Right, top: Association of
Community Organizations for
Reform Now (ACORN). “Human
Levee for Human Rights”
demonstration, Carrolton-
Hollygrove side, Monticello
Canal, New Orleans, July 2007. 

Right, bottom: Association 
of Community Organizations
for Reform Now (ACORN).
“Human Levee for Human
Rights” demonstration, July
2007.
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the subject of a unitary historical trajectory, he writes, “I
do not intend to speak of the difficulties that occupied
the city during the period of emergency. . . . I refer to the
city’s urbanistic conditions and its intrinsic values.”10

Busquets brackets “the emergency” of Katrina as a
finite “period” in the overall life of the city, isolating 
it from both historically inherited dynamics of
prestorm inequality, and the ongoing emergency 
of the displaced survivors.11 By treating the disaster as
essentially a problem of physical and organizational
morphology, Busquets negligently evicts black New
Orleanians from the realm of historical representation
and public appearance, a precondition for their 
permanent material eviction from the future of the city
itself.12 Indeed, despite the plethora of spatial, geo-
graphical, and infrastructural studies compiled in

Strategies for a City in Soft Land, the project represents New Orleans as though
it were already depopulated before the storm had even struck, thus presenting
the city as, paradoxically, an ecological tabula rasa with which the discipline can
now have a field day of self-reinventive research and experimentation.

Busquets’s position is given a more dynamic theoretical elaboration by Ila
Berman in her essay “Fluid Cartographies and Material Diagrams,” which medi-
tates on the inadequacy of conventional architectural procedures when con-
fronted with the fluidity and indeterminacy of New Orleans topography. Against
“the reifications of figuration” that would fix the city as a static thing, the projects
outlined in Strategies for a City in Soft Land partake of an “evolutionary process”
within design itself, one that is informed by “the deep ecological milieu from
which the environment of New Orleans emerged.”13 Yet rather than a bio-organic
nature such as that posited by McHarg (itself mapped by cybernetic models), the
“deep ecology” to which Berman appeals is understood in Deleuzian terms as a
“rhizomatic fluvial matrix” that calls for radical diagrammatic strategies capable
of layering and transcoding data and landscape, time and space, form and matter
in experimental ways. For Berman, the diagrammatic is “interpretative, transfor-
mative, and performative,” a position she opposes to “critical claims that all is
representation (as the poststructuralists would have us believe that cultural knowl-
edge always precedes and filters our readings of unmediated matter).” Berman
thus positions herself as a kind of architectural activist, deploying both scientific
and formal rigor to “disrupt habitual modes of envisioning the real” that “resist the

Urban layering diagram. From
New Orleans: Strategies for a
City in Soft Land (Cambridge:
Harvard University School of
Design, 2006), 103. 
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ease of accessibility that accompanies images intended for simple consumption.”14

As borne out by Deleuze’s reading of the “abstract machine” of the panopticon,
the diagram can indeed be a productive mode of future-oriented programmatic
analysis and invention insofar as it promises to trace dynamic distributions, con-
figurations, relations, activities, and possibilities rather than the mere symbolic
iconographies, sculptural volumes, spatial containers, or formal compositions
traditionally pertaining to architectural design.15 Yet along with the fact that
Berman effaces Deleuze’s insistence on the imbrication of the diagram with
sociopolitical technologies, Berman’s dismissal of “representation” should dis-
turb us. According to so-called poststructuralism, representation is not a mere
matter of “cultural filters” but rather an ethicopolitical attention to the exclusions
that govern the spaces of speech, response, and building, the limits to who or
what can appear at a given conjuncture, where, and in what ways.16 While moti-
vated by a desire for justice, poststructuralism demands that we remain vigilant
about our complicity in violence, even when engaged in the most conscientious
of radical aesthetic or political endeavors. These are questions that Strategies for
a City in Soft Land, despite its eco-vanguardist vocabulary of vectors, fields, and
rhizomes, utterly fails to ask and so ends up defining the city as essentially “a
floating sponge, a semi-stable ecosystem supported by an intricately entangled
biomorphic fabric, a woven living matrix.”17 This definition is offered as “a back-
drop to the current and future debates that will govern the rebuilding of New
Orleans,” which can guard against “the reinstantiation of habitual typological
realities and mute development which we already know are unsustainable
within this environment.”18 Sustainability is thus understood as a question of
aesthetic quality and formal suitability rather than, say, the allocation of envi-
ronmental risk, spatial resources, and political power.

In its rhetoric of biomorphic determinism, however dynamically “machinic”
it may be, Strategies for a City in Soft Land forecloses any consideration of the
biopolitical conditions of New Orleans in the ongoing aftermath of the disaster,
severely truncating the question of how architects and urbanists might engage—
or unwittingly acquiesce to—the public and private agencies involved in the
reconstruction of the city and its life-support systems.19 While in all probability
figures such as Busquets and Berman would personally identify as liberals, if not
leftists, their mode of scientistic physical analysis cuts itself off from the possi-
bility of responding politically to the designs of redevelopment elites such as Joe
Canizaro, the real estate mogul appointed by mayor Ray Nagin in 2006 to chair
the urban planning committee of the Bring Back New Orleans commission, who
notoriously remarked, “As a practical matter these poor folks don’t have the
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resources to go back to our city just like they didn’t have the resources to get out
of our city. So we won’t get all those folks back. That’s just a fact.”20 Canizaro is
the former head of the Urban Land Institute (ULI), an investor-led think tank that
welds a market-oriented approach to urban (re)development with the ambivalent
aesthetic and programmatic principles of the New Urbanism. Informed by a cita-
tional patchwork of figures including Ebenezer Howard, Jane Jacobs, Christopher
Alexander, and Charles Jencks, the suspiciously neotraditionalist vision of the
revitalized city put forward by the New Urbanism in “planned communities”
such as Disney’s Celebration is typically framed as the scourge of avant-garde
architecture, the enemy against which advanced practice and good taste would
define itself.21

Indeed, a forceful anti–New Urbanist position informs what has been perhaps
the most prominent response by avant-garde architecture to the situation in New
Orleans, a collection of six “visionary” proposals for the city published in the
March 2006 edition of Artforum in conjunction with the traveling exhibition “A
Newer Orleans: A Shared Space.” Acknowledging their tacit unrealizability in
the current circumstances of the city, the projects are presented by the editors of
Artforum “in the spirit of possibility and in a long-standing tradition of collabo-
rative, idealistic endeavors in the arts, which have in previous eras provided the
germ of inspiration for public works.” Thus, unlike the scientistic agenda of mor-
phological research laid out in Strategies for a City in Soft Land, “A Newer
Orleans” explicitly declares its aspirations to social relevance in the public
sphere, a condition not unlike that of post–9/11 New York, when similar calls for
“visionary” architecture were sounded in the name of healing and resurrecting
the traumatized metropolis.

In his introduction to the Artforum projects, Tulane Architecture School dean
Reed Kroloff provides a firsthand description of walking through the ruined land-
scape of an unspecified New Orleans neighborhood, which he characterizes as
“spooky,” “ghostly,” and “almost dead.” “There’s nothing out there. No lights. No
people. No police, no sound, no horizon, no hope.”22 Yet the pathos of this
wasted, indeed terrifying landscape provides the background against which
Kroloff can pose the revitalizing vocation of architecture. Accepting that “New
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Orleans is going to be a mess for a long time,” he writes, “this city needs bright
visions to contrast with the bleak present that surrounds us. . . . We need inspi-
ration and innovation, glimpses into a promising and expressive future.” This
visionary impulse is resolutely posited against the New Urbanists, “who would
have us believe our only future resides in the past” and who offer a “candy-coated
dream-version” of the city that Kroloff denounces as “quaint, predictable and
market friendly.” Kroloff’s sounding the alarm about the “New Urbanist Svengalis”
is laudable. The ULI was contracted almost immediately after the storm by the
mayor’s office to draft and publicize what became a highly contested reconstruc-
tion plan for the city in which New Urbanist interpretations of the principles of
local tradition, pedestrian-friendliness, and ecological sustainability were empha-
sized in a way that was nearly identical to the Congress for the New Urbanism’s
own Pattern Book for Gulf Coast Neighborhoods, a catalog of “traditional” building
types prescribed as a guide for planners, developers, and homeowners wishing
to preserve the “distinctive architectural character” of the region.23 Yet in con-
sidering a forward-looking architectural declamation such as Kroloff’s, we must
continue to think about why, how, and in whose or what name it is made, lest we
reproduce the worst aspects of the very thing critical design—if such a thing
exists—would claim to oppose.24

3.
The dominant public discourse surrounding the reconstruction of the World Trade
Center provided an important occasion for left architectural theorists to polemi-
cally elaborate the stakes of the critical avant-garde in contemporary design—with-
out necessarily articulating what this would mean in terms of actual alternative
practice. For the most part the projects in question—especially Daniel Libeskind’s
winning Freedom Tower—were quickly and accurately diagnosed as contribut-
ing with various degrees of self-consciousness to a hegemonic agenda of nation-
alist monumentality and politico-historical amnesia.25 For Anthony Vidler, such
projects were diagnosed as symptoms pertaining to the discipline in general:

the public role of architecture has been gradually reduced to the symbolic
and the emblematic. Its forms are no longer closely tied back to the urban
issues and physical planning questions that . . . once energized and medi-
ated the practice of urban architecture. The questions that have arisen
around the ethics and aesthetics appropriate to a site marked by disaster
and catastrophe have thrown into relief the drawbacks of an architecture
overinvested in symbolic form and individual meditation on memory.26

Surveying the damage, 
Lower Ninth Ward, New Orleans. 
Photo: AP/Eric Gay. Reproduced
in “A Newer Orleans,” Artforum
(March 2006), 266.
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This hegemony of symbolic or figural legibility, for Vidler, was an indication
of the successful occultation of the historical question of program in contempo-
rary design, a repression to be potentially mitigated through the reexamination
of experimental post-CIAM practices such as Archigram, for whom the relation
between built form, new media technologies, and an expanded field of ecology
were central to the elaboration of a flexible, postfunctionalist urban environ-
mentalism that would decenter—though not simply eliminate—the building qua
bounded object as the privileged site of the architectural discipline.

The projects included in Artforum’s “Newer Orleans: A Shared Space” bear a
tangential affinity with Vidler’s call for a “new environmentalism” in contemporary
design that, refusing to reduce itself to mere “symbolic form and individual med-
itation,” would experimentally engage issues of technology, infrastructure, and
landscape without reducing itself to a narrowly functionalist “green” paradigm
of energy efficiency. The stakes of questioning the Artforum projects are thus
rather different than demystifying the obvious triumphalist figures put forward
at Ground Zero, even if the latter critical gesture remains a crucial example when
confronting the somewhat more refined eco-vanguardist ideology pertaining to
the role of architecture in the reconstruction of New Orleans. Indeed, the dis-
courses I am interested in here are qualitatively different from that of Vidler’s 
project insofar as they fail to examine the imbrication of new environmental tech-
nologies with spatial, institutional, and economic inequalities, including “ques-
tions that have been posed throughout the history of modernism but remain
unanswered in political or architectural terms [such as] the housing question that
still haunts architecture and development on a global scale.”27

These questions are crystallized in an exemplary fashion in a text accompanying
the “Newer Orleans” dossier by Aaron Betsky entitled “Sites Unseen,” which med-
itates on how architecture might contribute to the reenvisioning and reconstruction
of the city.28 Unlike Strategies for a City in Soft Land, Betsky frames his remarks
by criticizing, in a certain way, the politico-economic dynamics of the city:

The situation in New Orleans is only an extreme instance of the quandary
in which architecture in general finds itself—when the economic realities
imposed on us by relentless market forces compel the proliferation of non-
places leached of any individual or social meaning or coherence, how is
architecture to respond?29

Yet, echoing Berman’s claims to resist “habitual typological patterns” and Kroloff’s
denunciation of “the sugar-coated future” offered by New Urbanism, Betsky’s
main objection to “market forces” appears to be that they threaten to reduce the
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aesthetic quality of urban “place.” Thus, the specific competence of architecture
is to be defined in a kind of existential battle against the alienating privation of
“meaning” and “coherence” from everyday life.

Betsky briefly acknowledges the question of housing, but writes that

the provision of adequate dwelling for the displaced is not an activity in
which architecture can play a role beyond making sure the houses are safe
and more or less aesthetically pleasing. Where, how much, at what price,
and who will live there is currently being decided by politicians and no
doubt real-estate interests.30

While Betsky’s last point is in some ways self-evident, he takes the domination of
the housing problem by elites for granted, narrowly framing it as an unsavory
technical part of the reconstruction process from which advanced architecture
should be content to keep a distance. Rather than enter into the fractious, inter-
ested realm of politics, which the author defines in advance as encompassing
only professional politicians rather than citizens, intellectuals, and social move-
ments, architecture should contribute its efforts to a higher end; namely, remak-
ing the architectural image and landscape ecology of the city itself, which is to
say, restoring “meaning” to New Orleans in the aftermath of the disaster in such
a way as to make it an attractive site of corporate investment and touristic visita-
tion (neither of which should simply be denounced—the question remains on
whose terms such urban revalorization will take place). Thus Betsky implicitly
absolves the architectural discipline of one of the key ethical and political dilem-
mas that has haunted it for the past century, essentially acquiescing to the repres-
sion of the housing question that followed the mythic destruction of the
Pruitt-Igoe complex in St. Louis in 1972.31 The market-centric social, political,
and economic conditions of twenty-first-century U.S. neoliberalism are not com-
parable to the social-democratic planning regimes within which most of the great
modernist projects of “universal shelter” were once formulated. Yet many young
designers have in fact imaginatively reactivated the problem of shelter technology
and biopolitical service provision in provisional, tactical ways relative to the
activities of governmental agencies and nongovernmental organizations in land-
scapes of disaster relief, refugee crisis, urban homelessness, and long-term,
locally intensive sustainable development projects—phenomena that overlap in
various permutations in different contexts.32

Neglecting the functionally specific, polemically articulate, and politically
inventive notions of clientele, collaboration, technology, and program developed
by the range of so-called socially responsible design tendencies recently cata-

Demolition of Pruitt-Igoe housing
complex (Minoru Yamaskai, 1951),
St. Louis, 1972. 
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loged in Architecture for Humanity’s anthology Design like You Give a Damn,
Betsky and the curatorial team of “A Newer Orleans” focused exclusively on
high-profile, academically and commercially established firms operating well
within the established bounds of architecture and landscape design, addressing
them with the claim that “no one seems to be asking why anybody would return
to New Orleans in the first place. Every city needs its unique selling points and
needs to attract investment. Old New Orleans was in decline. Katrina turned that
gradual decay into catastrophe. Why would anyone come back?”33 Not unlike
Busquets, Betsky sees the disaster as an opportunity for urban ecological “rebirth,”
a process in which architecture is imagined to have an essential role:

New Orleans is now clearly, in all likelihood irrevocably, one of the worlds
shrinking cities. . . . What is interesting is the fact that nature is coming back
in many of these areas. . . . The vast voids left by deindustrialization and depop-
ulation are turning back into forest and field. . . . As cities still suburbanize,
nature is returning into the inner city, and it can draw people back to these
burned out cores. . . . We believe these elements can also help New Orleans to
transform itself into a successful Newer Orleans—a smaller, more compact, and
more beautiful city that would use its natural setting and cultural heritage to
enhance viable neighborhoods and attract both new businesses and new resi-
dents. We asked firms to address issues of how architecture could facilitate
community, create an urban icon to house the city’s cultural patrimony, and
provide a way of connecting the city back to its landscape.34

Such an imperative might seem quite benign in relation to, for instance, the
Dutch firm MVRDV’s whimsical project for a state-of-the-art public school inserted
into a strategically elevated topographic mound in downtown New Orleans and
equipped to function as both a flood shelter and a visually prominent and geo-
graphically proximate counterpoint to the infamous biopolitical ground zero of
the Superdome. Echoing a key figure of the postwar reconstruction-culture
humanism of Peter Smithson and Alison Smithson, the MVRDV project claims
to take both its programmatic and iconic inspiration from a drawing produced by
an anonymous grade-school hurricane survivor. The UN Studio’s “urban icon”
project consists of a “21st century library” in which the ancient form of the 
ziggurat is articulated with a dynamic play of semi-enclosed programmatic zones
and climactically exposed green terraces. The result is an ecologically sensi-
tive, energy-efficient, technologically dynamic “mediateque” along the lines of
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Cedric Prices’ Fun Palace (1965), “a ‘playground,’ not a territory that one holds
or possesses, but rather a setting that people transiently share.” Yet the building’s
impressive historical resonances and formal qualities, its aspiration to become a
public monument inscribed in a new digital and environmental infrastructure,
and its relational aesthetics-style program of nonpossessive, open-ended con-
viviality,35 must be understood in relation to the framing discourse of Betsky,
specifically his unqualified appeal to the concept of “shrinking cities,” which has
deep implications for the demographic makeup of the “new identity for the city”
that avant-garde projects such as those of MVRDV and UN Studio are called
upon to construct.36 Betsky’s uncritical enthusiasm for “a smaller, more compact,
more beautiful city that would use its natural setting and cultural heritage to
enhance viable neighborhoods”37 bears a dangerous affinity with the class-cleans-
ing discourse of Canizaro and the self-fulfilling forecast by the Rand Corporation
released in April 2006 that half of New Orleans’s prestorm population will not
return.38 In questioning such a forecast, one should not be glib about the massive
obstacles facing the return of displaced people or the serious ecological and infra-
structural issues to be dealt with in low-lying areas of the city. The point is to rec-
ognize these as realms of political dispute and negotiation rather than invoking
them as demographic inevitabilities or matters of sheer technical expertise to
which designers should defer. Yet this is precisely what Betsky does, and as a
result he is happy to present among his “visionary” projects the “daring, even
defiant” plan of Pritzker Prize recipient Thom Mayne/Morphosis to “return”
some 75 percent of the metropolitan area to wetlands or parks. According to
Morphosis, “Contraction can provide an opportunity to radically transform and
improve an urban system,” and Katrina provides “an opportunity to refashion a
sustainable metropolitan fabric to nurture its remaining residents.”39 Morphosis’s
plan for a “Great Park” goes far beyond the ULI-designed Bring Back New Orleans
commission plan unveiled in January, which was widely criticized for its pro-
jected “greenspacing” of poor black neighborhoods such as the Lower Ninth
Ward.40 This unintentionally dystopian vision epitomizes the neoliberal dream
of what the Center for Urban Pedagogy has called “The City without a Ghetto”;
that is, a city in which it is not the dynamics of ghettoization that have been elim-
inated but ghetto residents themselves.41 Legitimized by an appeal to what
McHarg would call ecological “suitability,” this dream is the nightmare that
haunts Betsky’s call for a “Newer Orleans,” which concludes,

These projects seek to house a sense of community, attract attention and
activity, and make the landscape visible. They propose a shared space, both

Opposite, left: MVRDV, photomon-
tage of topographically elevated
school project in an aerial view of
New Orleans taken on August 31,
2005. Reproduced in “A Newer
Orleans,” Artforum (March 2006), 273.

Opposite, right: UN Studio, media-
theque proposal. Reproduced in 
“A Newer Orleans,” Artforum
(March 2006), 277.
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physical and mental, around which the
city could organize itself in a meaning-
ful manner. And in so doing, they not

only suggest an architecture for a Newer Orleans but also a potential way
for making all of us at home in an increasingly alien world.42

Betsky urges the housing of urban community but only as a universally shared
eco-phenomenology of “dwelling” in the manner of Christian Norberg-Schulz’s
genus locii rather than a contestatory political claim for a “Human Right to
Housing” such as that declared by groups such as the National Economic and
Social Rights Initiative and the ACORN Katrina Survivor’s Association.43

Repressing the uncanniness that haunts Heidegger’s account of “being-at-
home,”44 Betsky’s appeal to the figure of “housing” resonates closely with domi-
nant ideologies of what is variously known as green, ecological, or sustainable
architecture. Until recently disregarded by postmodernists and neo-avant-
gardists alike as little more than a backward-looking countercultural fringe 
ideology of the 1970s embodied by dome communes and garbage houses—
“Birkenstock architecture”—the discourse of sustainability is now widely hailed
as the cutting edge of the discipline itself, promising to redeem the art form as an
exemplary synthesis of advanced technologies and materials, formal expressivity,
and public purpose.45 While in general these discourses share McHarg’s critique
of modern anthropocentric instrumentality and its short-sighted indifference to
the natural world, they do not denounce modern technology as such. Instead they
call for its forward-looking recalibration along different lines that would be sen-
sitive to local and global landscapes alike, thinking in terms of long-term 
intergenerational sustainability rather than short-term gain. Yet sustainable archi-
tecture, these discourses argue, cannot be reduced to the technical performance
alone; it must also fulfill a properly aesthetico-cultural role of staging the mean-
ing of the ecological sensitivity inscribed in the technics of the building itself,
ideally interpellating a community of architectural subjects sharing an essential
experience of place in which nature, technology, and humanity are seamlessly
integrated. In an exemplary statement that echoes Betsky’s call for an architec-
ture capable of “housing a sense of community . . . [and] making all of us at home
in an increasingly alienated world,” Peter Buchanan writes in his Ten Shades of
Green manifesto, “To help achieve a sustainable culture, green buildings must
regenerate a sense of community and connection with the natural world thus 
giving a sense of belonging and chance to discover ones deeper self in opening
up to others and the cosmos.”46
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Whatever their differences, what unifies authors such as Betsky and Buchanan
in their appeal to a “sense of community” is a nostalgic desire diagnosed by
Miwon Kwon in her critique of discourses of “place” ranging from Kenneth
Frampton to Lucy Lippard to Norberg-Shulz: “Often we are comforted by the
thought that a place is ours, that we belong to it or even come from it and are tied
to it in some fundamental way. . . . [S]uch ‘right places’ are thought to reaffirm our
sense of self, reflecting back an unthreatening image of grounded identity.” Such
an affirmation, Kwon argues, can serve to legitimize a dangerous notion of com-
munity as a lost, universally shared substance to be regrounded by aesthetic
means. By contrast, Kwon calls for an aesthetic practice that would take commu-
nity not as a “common being” but as what she calls, following Jean-Luc Nancy,
an “inoperative specter” in which it is precisely the grounds of sharing, belong-
ing, and connection that are put into question.47

4.
Interrogating the “visibility and public voice . . . conferred to certain streams of
contemporary practice” in the aftermath of 9/11, Felicity Scott writes, “architects
missed an occasion in which aesthetic practices and emergent technologies
might have been regarded not just as palliative or functional but theorized as
politically engaged sites of encounter, dissensus, and contestation.”48 Scott’s
remark dovetails with Kwon’s approach in its pertinence to a critique of “A
Newer Orleans: A Shared Space,” though she draws on the slightly different the-
oretical vocabulary of Jacques Rancière, who also takes “sharing” or partage to
be a disjunctive, fraught relation rather than an ideal of communitarian imma-
nence. Of special relevance is Scott’s invocation of the term dissensus, which
Rancière describes as a “division put in the ‘common sense’: a dispute about
what is given, about the frame within which we see something as given . . . dis-
sensus [means] putting two worlds in one and the same world.” He continues,
“Political subjects are surplus subjects . . . a supplement to the sum, a part of
those who have no part, which separates the community from its parts, places,
functions, and qualifications.”49

An exemplary staging of such a “scene of dissensus”—as opposed to a “sense
of community”—in contemporary New Orleans is a para-architectural interven-
tion called “Survivor’s Village,” an encampment of tents erected outside the
barbed-wired premises of the St. Bernard Public Housing Development. The lat-
ter is a housing project that like the majority of others in New Orleans has
remained evacuated and boarded up since the storm despite suffering relatively
little damage. In June 2006, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban (HUD)

Opposite: Thom Mayne/
Morphosis. “Great Park” proposal,
2006. Reproduced in “A Newer
Orleans,” Artforum (March 2006),
279. 

Right: “Parks and Open Space,”
Bring New Orleans Back
Comission report, December 2005.
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Development announced plans to demolish 5,000 such units of public housing
in order to make way for “mixed-income” redevelopment, an ambiguous term
that, left uninterrogated, has often served to justify programs of aggressive gen-
trification in the name of “deconcentrating” or “desegregating” the urban poor,50

whether they be residents of public housing, private rentals, or privately owned
homes (each of which entails, it should be remembered, specific and differential
levels of vulnerability to forces of displacement).51

Addressed to passing motorists, media outlets, and urban and federal author-
ities, Survivors’ Village is designed to “serve as a reminder . . . that public hous-
ing residents will continue to fight for the right to return to their homes.”52 As a
performative intervention in the visual, architectural, and mnemonic landscape
of the city, Survivors’ Village can be understood as an aesthetic counterclaim on
the part of “those who have no part” in Betsky’s vision of shared urban sensibil-
ity. Echoing the claims of the Palestinian Diaspora, Survivors’ Village declares a
“right to return” and brings into relief the surplus or remainder of the population
whose grievances do not register as such for the agencies by whom they are gov-
erned, such as the hundreds of thousands of New Orleans residents still dis-
placed within the city and across the country. Following Rancière, we can say
that Survivors’ Village does not simply introduce new elements into a political
space whose boundaries and rules are agreed upon in advance but marks the
exclusions that underwrite that space in the first place. Unsettling Betsky’s vision
of a “shared space” properly at home with itself, Survivors’ Village shows up as a
shadowy apparition of the “old” New Orleans that haunts the imaginary of urban
revitalization propounded in distinct, yet kindred ways by neoliberal gentrifiers
and eco-vangarde architects alike.

Faced with the quiescent and in some cases reactionary positions taken by the
architectural tendencies sketched thus far, what other modes of design practice
might be invented in response to the ongoing aftermath of the hurricane?
Operating less as a functional shelter technology in the manner understood 
by Architecture for Humanity than as an aesthetic interruption of the public
sphere along the lines of an artwork by Krzysztof Wodiczko, the temporary, con-
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testatory structures of Survivors’ Village would seem to have an obvious appeal
for young designers informed by an “interventionist” desire to reposition their
practice within the expanded networks of activist counterpublicity that have pro-
liferated over the past decade in tandem with the movements of “the multitude”
in the United States and abroad.53 While in some cases this tendency has resulted
in a kind of self-satisfied gestural radicalism, perhaps the most promising exam-
ple of contemporary interventionist practice would be that of the Yes Men. While
they do not identify with either the architectural or artistic fields in any simple
sense, their “identity correction” projects targeting the activities of corporate and
governmental agencies are clearly indebted to the proto-tactical media interven-
tions of the Situationists, the Yippies, and Ant Farm, among others. However,
unlike these earlier groups, the Yes Men are concerned less with performing their
own countercultural or antisystemic militancy for its own sake than with what
Michel Feher has called “nongovernmental politics”: a “politics of the governed
determined to act as such.”54

The first project related to New Orleans undertaken by the Yes Men was an
infiltration-performance at the “Catastrophic Loss” conference for the risk-
management industry, held at a Marriot hotel in Florida. Speaking without autho-
rization on behalf of the reconstruction services firm Halliburton, the Yes Men
introduced a prototype of the Survivaball, an enclosed life-support capsule
designed to protect and sustain corporate executives working in environments
rendered unsurvivable whether by war, industrial accidents, climate change, or
man-made “natural” disasters such as had recently occurred in New Orleans. As
a kind of architectural prosthesis, the Survivaball recalls the microbiospheric
environments created by NASA researchers in the 1960s and 1970s to determine
the minimal conditions for human existence that fascinated both Ian McHarg and
the science-fiction architecture of groups such as Archigram alike.55 Yet, whereas
such experiments were undertaken with a view to restoring an equilibrium
between humanity and the superorganismic patterns of the biosphere, the
Survivaball not only hyperbolically anticipates the long-term intensification of
environmental disadjustments as the condition for future profit-making but also

Opposite: Temporary shelter for
demonstrators, Survivors Village, 
outside St. Bernard’s Housing
Complex, New Orleans, Summer
2006. Photo: Craig Morse.
http://www.culturesubculture.com.

Right: The Yes Men. Diagram of
Halliburton SurvivaBall, 2005. 
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provides the appropriate protective equipment for those contracted to manage
the perpetual state of emergency generated by what Naomi Klein has called the
Bush administration’s “disaster capitalism.”56 In a critical recasting of the
Museum of Modern Art’s highly symptomatic exhibition of security and life-
support technologies, “Safe: Design Takes on Risk,” the Survivaball implicitly
marks the uneven levels of socially, politically, and economically determined risk
to which different populations are exposed.

Operating in closer tandem with media outlets and the claims of specific social
movements, the Yes Men’s second New Orleans–related intervention was staged
on the first anniversary of Hurricane Katrina at the “Gulf Coast Reconstruction
and Hurricane Preparedness Summit” in Kenner, a New Orleans suburb. Having
successfully convinced the conference organizers that a certain Rene Oswin was
a legitimate representative of HUD, a Yes Men agent appeared on a panel with
New Orleans mayor Ray Nagin and Louisiana governor Kathleen Blanco in front
of thousands of members of the reconstruction industry, urban planners, govern-
ment officials, and journalists. Oswin took the podium and read what was pur-
ported to be a letter addressed to the conference from HUD secretary Alphonso
Jackson. Ventriloquizing the Great Society universalism marking the origins of HUD,
the announcement began “It is with great joy that I announce to you today a brand
new HUD. Everything is going to change about the way we work. . . . Our charter
is to ensure that affordable housing is available for those who need it. In New
Orleans, I’m ashamed to say that we have failed. . . . As various sides have battled
it out for this city, we have often ended up on the wrong side of that battle.”
Oswin went on to announce the allocation of $18 billion to a three-step plan to
(1) facilitate the return of displaced residents to their homes as soon as possible;
(2) to construct more public housing, along with investing in health, education,
and training; and (3) to protect urban residents against flooding by collaborating
with oil companies to remediate wetlands that were destroyed over the past century
to make way for the latter’s activities.57 Jackson/Oswin then invited the audience
to a “welcome home” ribbon-cutting ceremony and barbeque at the Lafitte housing
complex, one of the sealed-off projects that had been slated for destruction.

Within hours of Oswin’s announcement, HUD was flooded with media inquiries
concerning its supposed newfound determination to preserve and enlarge the
public housing stock of the city, as well as its uncharacteristic participation in an
ecological restoration project on a scale as large as that of the costal wetlands.
HUD found itself in the uncomfortable position of having to publicly confirm that
the three-step program was not a reality and that the housing projects in question
were indeed still scheduled to be razed.58 In providing a public response in this

“Let me show you, it was to
shame them.” Housing activist
Patricia Thomas speaks to the
media outside Lafitte Housing
complex following Yes Men 
intervention, New Orleans,
August 2006. 
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manner, the governing agency in question found itself required to reiterate its jus-
tifications for carrying forward the demolition plans—that the projects were sites
of endemic crime and alienation rather than underfunded public goods—thus
exposing the underlying premises of its policy to public scrutiny and debate.
Denouncing the Yes Men yet inadvertently registering the demands of housing
activists, HUD spokesperson Donna White told a reporter, “It is terribly sad that
someone would perpetrate such a cruel hoax and play on the fears and anxieties
of families who are desperate to return to their homes.”59

The Yes Men coordinated their countermemorial detournement of govern-
mental authority with housing activists affiliated with Survivors’ Village who
were on hand at the Lafitte complex “party” to respond to press inquiries.
Appearing alongside a jazz ensemble and a potlatch of traditional New Orleans
cuisine—a reinscription of the ubiquitous trope of “cultural heritage” claimed by
everyone from Nagin to Canizaro to Betsky as being a central asset in the city’s
tourism-led redevelopment—activists such as Lafitte resident Patricia Thomas
addressed HUD’s patronizing charge that she had been the unwitting victim of a
“cruel hoax”:

Let me show you, it was to shame them . . . with the levees breaking and
them saying that they’re not at fault with them shutting us out of our homes
that’s not possible to live in, leaving us homeless, sick and dying. . . . You
know, I just wanted for the people to come see and know . . . whether they
looked at me being hoaxed or not its going to be seen on television.

Thomas here registers the axiomatic principle of human rights activism known
as “mobilizing shame.” This principle understands governing agencies as psy-
chological beings susceptible to feelings of humiliation and embarrassment
whose dirty deeds may be exposed to the watchful gaze of public opinion in such
a way as to force the agencies in question into altering their behavior. Thomas
Keenan has cautioned against taking for granted an indissociable link between
visibility and exposure on the one hand and ameliorative or preventative action
on the other.60 Informed by episodes in which the relay between media and
human rights proved far from automatic—a nonguarantee of which activists such
as Patricia Thomas are all too aware—Keenan calls for the indispensable imperatives
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of watching, monitoring, and witnessing of governmental abuses and evasions to
be supplemented by a detour through what he calls, alluding to Rancière, “aes-
thetic categories.”61 The disruptive reframing of the figure of “housing” by groups
such as Survivors’ Village and the Yes Men are attuned to precisely this problem.

However, approaching these questions from the perspective of art and design,
it is crucial to emphasize that such activist aesthetico-political projects do not
take their own interventions as ends in of themselves. They present themselves
less as subversive strikes against the general figures of consumerist homogeniza-
tion, phenomenological impoverishment, universal placelesness, and techno-
cratic engineering that have traditionally inspired the ire of postwar avant-garde
critics operating in a Frankfurt School lineage than as mediatic supplements to a
range of other political circuits, techniques, and rights claims concerned with the
accountability of public and private entities to those they govern. Thus, while we
may celebrate the disruptive effects of Survivor’s Village or the Yes Men, we must
not fetishize such practices as instances of grassroots spontaneity or artistic 
radicality. Such a fixation could result in an inadequate attention to the longer-
term, site-specific constraints, mediations, uncertainties, and inequalities that
mark the reconstruction environment in which nongovernmental activists are
struggling to operate.

The practice of Laura Kurgan and her Spatial Information Design Lab (SIDL)
at Columbia University suggest an alternative, more sustainable mode of politi-
cal engagement in New Orleans to the undoubtedly important but ephemeral
interventions of a group such as the Yes Men. In different ways, the architectural
tendencies considered above treat the city as a taken-for-granted foundation upon
which eco-vanguardist projects for a “Newer Orleans” can be securely erected,
whether the disaster-zone is considered a fluid biomorphological research-
station or a common urban wound to be healed through a visionary humanism.
Taking inspiration from the ghostly LIDAR image, which appears at the begin-
ning of this article, SIDL, by contrast, insists on unsettling the self-evidence of
the ground of the city as the condition of a responsible design practice. This has
meant cartographically re-marking the uneven topographical profile of New
Orleans with the discontinuous “architecture” of the reconstruction process
itself, which is just as much a matter of governmental agencies, financial flows,
media images, and political claims as it is the physical composition of buildings,
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infrastructures, and territories. Complicating the rationalist underpinnings of
Edward Tufte’s canonical Envisioning Information, SIDL takes both the technical
production and aesthetic presentation of urban data as sites of dissensus. The
stakes of such data, from flood risk assessments to crime figures, to repopulation
statistics, are massive in New Orleans.62

As Kurgan writes, “has any American city ever been the target of so much
planning, at so many levels and in response to so many conflicting agendas, in
such a short period of time?” This rhetorical question is borne out of the remark-
able array of neighborhood plans cataloged in the Unified New Orleans Plan
(UNOP) submitted to the Louisiana recovery Authority in January 2007, an ambi-
tiously pluralistic framework which was established in the aftermath of the out-
rage expressed by progressive NGOs such as the ACORN Katrina Survivors’
Association in response to both the ULI-designed BNOB plan of January 2006
and the centralized Lambert Plan released later that summer. While lacking in
any guarantee of official implementation or financing, UNOP has nonetheless
become a key arena for the publicization of numerous local design initiatives in
which architects have participated. For its part, SIDL has undertaken a partner-
ship with the NGO Safe Streets/Strong Cities to “redesign” the city’s criminal jus-
tice system using the paradigm of “Justice Mapping.” The latter involves the
cartographic correlation of urban data-sets in such a way as to demonstrate the
disproportionate levels of public spending that go into the recurrent incarcera-
tion of residents in low-income neighborhoods. Indicating both the dysfunction-
ality and massive social unevenness of actually existing policy, Justice Mapping
opens onto a discourse of “Justice Reinvestment,” which explores how govern-
mental investment might be rechanneled into alternative spaces and programs 
of civic reentry for ex-prisoners in concert with broader neighborhood infra-
structure initiatives involving schools, job training, health care, cultural centers,
and ecological remediation.63 For SIDL, ecology is thus one in a network of terms
and sites pertaining to sustainable urban development, rather than the overall sci-
entific or ideological horizon of design as such. 

5.
As architects proceed with their endeavors in New Orleans, it is imperative that
the relationship between design and ecology be rethought in political terms—

Opposite: Laura Kurgan/SIDL.
School expenditures vs. Prison
expenditures in Central City,
New Orleans (2003). PowerPoint
presentation to New Orleans
City Council, July 2007. 

Right: Laura Kurgan/SIDL.
Justice Reinvestment plan for
Central City, New Orleans.
PowerPoint presentation pre-
sented to New Orleans City
Council, July 2007. “Proposal:
sponsor institutional links
between schools and neighbor-
hood assets. Create new public
spaces to connect schools 
with neighborhoods and build
community.”
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especially in well-meaning
projects such as Make It
Right, a recently announced
initiative by actor Brad Pitt

and sustainable design advocate William McDonough to commission thirteen
eco-vanguardist architects to design “affordable” green-housing prototypes for
the Lower Ninth Ward.64 Rather than the techno-organic reconciliation of the
built environment and its natural milieu or the restoration of phenomenological
meaning to a traumatized landscape, a new project of “design for sustainability”
would necessarily involve an attention to history. Not in the sense of a univer-
sally shared heritage—whether cultural or biospheric—but in the sense of
Jacques Derrida’s imperative of survival sounded in Specters of Marx, which
“carries life beyond present life or its actual being-there . . . not toward death but
toward living-on, namely, a trace of which life and death would themselves be
but traces and traces of traces, a survival whose possibility in advance comes to
disjoin or disadjust the identity to itself of the living present.”65 Derrida associ-
ates this disjunction of the present with both the disavowed persistence of global
injustice as well as an incalculable demand for justice that exceeds any regula-
tory ideal. Derrida’s terms present an important challenge to standard ecological
tropes of adjustment, harmonization, and equilibrium and suggest an important
link between “survival” as a biopolitical rights-claim in contemporary New
Orleans and the broader project of environmental justice developed by activists
in the North and South alike over the past twenty years.66

Informed by history-as-survival in the Derridian sense, an emergent project of
sustainable design would involve mobilizing the discipline-specific techniques,
concepts, and problems of architecture within a broader network of activities
aiming to address the prevailing conditions and governing agencies that continue
to deny equitable access to vital urban life-support systems. Among the peren-
nial discipline-specific problems of architecture is housing, both in the sociolog-
ical and ontological sense. But as Mark Wigley admonishes in his assessment of
earlier architects’ enthusiasm for ecology as the science of “planetary house-
keeping,” with “species-survival” as its universal mandate, “The very idea of the
house is structured by violence . . . if ecology is knowledge of the house—archi-
tectural knowledge—it should also be knowledge of this structural violence.”67

Thus, in the name of generations past, present, and future, any contemporary
project of sustainability worthy of the name would need to keep watch over archi-
tecture’s own disciplinary proclivity for both domestication and eviction.

Displaced residents demonstrate
outside St. Bernard public housing
development, New Orleans, July
2006. Photo: Craig Morse. See
http://www.culturesubculture.com.
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Notes
This essay is dedicated firstly to the memory of Patricia Thomas, an activist survivor-citizen of New
Orleans and displaced resident of the Lafitte Housing Project who passed away in late 2006. An
image of Thomas appears on page 103. Secondly, this essay is dedicated to Rosalyn Deutsche,
whose work continues to inspire. Many thanks are also due to Felicity Scott and Reinhold Martin
for their editorial support, suggestions, and admonishments. This text has benefited greatly from
dicussions with Laura Kurgan, Mark Wasiuta, Eduardo Cadava, Damon Rich/CUP, T’ai Smith, Avi
Alpert, Leah Meisterlin, and Benjamin Young. Finally, I would like to thank my primary inter-
locutor Jaleh Mansoor, as well as our daughter Minu Mansoor-Mckee, whose arrival has made the
politico-ecological imperative of intergenerational sustainability more urgent than she could ever know.
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